Ms. Drew, Please answer the following questions;
1. Has any solar corporation filed application for a solar site in Klickitat county? name or names?
2. Has any solar projects been approved in Kittitas county? name or names?
3. Has any solar projects been applied for or approved in the state? names?
4. When a application is submitted for a solar project, how long does it take to be permitted?
5. What requirements need to met before a solar projects get permitted?
6. What is the cost of the application?
7. Once a solar facility is permitted by EFSEC who or what agency or agencies oversees the project?
8. Is it inspected by LnI?
9. Does EFSEC ensure that when a solar project is decommissioned that it will cleaned up to federal and state laws by the solar corporation?
10. Does the state have laws governing clean up specific to solar?
Thank you, Greg Wagner